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The Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation  
Autumn Assembly this year was held at St.  
Peter’s, Woolwich as the Amigo Hall is being  
refurbished.  We were pleased to welcome J&P 
supporters from around the diocese, in particular 
Bishop Pat Lynch and Bishop Howard Tripp. 
 
The main theme of the day was “The Changing 
Face of Britain” celebrating 25 years of CARJ 
(Catholic Association for Racial Justice). 

Bishop Pat with Margaret Ann Fisken, Tony Lobo 
and Richard Zipfel. 
 

Father Michael Scanlon welcomed us all and led 
the opening prayers and then Margaret Ann 
Fisken, the Chair of CARJ introduced the topic 
and emphasised the support received from the 
Southwark Archdiocese which has been in the 
forefront of CARJ’s work with the first three 
Chairs, Tony Lobo, Yogi Sutton and Haynes  
Baptiste all coming from the Diocese. 
 
Haynes Baptiste gave the opening talk on the his-
tory and development of CARJ.  Before the or-
ganisation was founded the Church relied entirely 
on ethnic chaplaincies in cities catering for immi-

grant communities.  Amongst the West Indian 
communities there was a drift away from the 
Church towards black evangelical churches and 
many experienced difficulties in getting their chil-
dren accepted into Catholic schools. 
 
Black Catholics are now very welcome within the 
Church although there are still some pockets 
which are not fully integrated.  The first congress 
of Black Catholics led to a charter and schools 
have become more integrated through the work of 
the chaplaincies.   This was followed by a second 
congress of “People of Colour”. 

CARJ has been criticised for being too London 
centric and the task ahead is to move out to all 22 
diocese and to take in the needs of other ethnic 
groups such as Dalits and Gypsies as well as 
marginalised white communities in cities like 
Leicester and exploited eastern Europeans in 
farming communities in East Anglia and else-
where. 

The Changing Face of Britain 

Celebrating What Has Been Achieved: 
CARJ wishes to acknowledge and to celebrate 
all that has changed for the better over the past 
25 years and the progress that we have all 
made toward becoming ‘a truly diverse Church 
in a truly diverse society.’ 
7 overt discrimination has been made illegal and 
largely banned from mainstream society 
7 people of different backgrounds live and work 
in all sectors of society 
7 educational disadvantage is being steadily 
overcome 
7 our churches and schools are communities of 
every language, nation, colour and culture. 
7 The Race Relations Act 1976 and the CRE 
are being replaced by a new Single Equalities 
Act and the newly formed Equalities and Human 
Rights Commission (EHRC) 



Haynes concluded his talk expressing his thanks 
to Bishop Howard Tripp for all his work for and 
support of CARJ during its formation and devel-
opment. 

Bishop Howard Tripp with Haynes Baptiste. 

 
Richard Zipfel, a founding member and Trustee 
of CARJ spoke of the problems and challenges 
of racial justice today and for the future.  This 
celebration should be a time to take stock, think-
ing about what has been achieved whilst plan-
ning ahead for the future. 
 
Richard said that he believed that the two mira-
cles he had seen in his lifetime were Vatican II 
and the election of Barack Obama.  The struggle 
for racial justice has taken a step forward but this 
is not yet typical and kids, especially from Afro-
Caribbean backgrounds, are still not reaching 
their full potential.  Both behaviour and attitude 
can undermine their level of achievement. 
 
Since the Brixton “disturbances” in 1981, Broad-
water Farm in 1985 and the troubles in Toxteth 
and St Paul’s, Bristol much has improved but 
second and third generation black youth is still 
subject to racism in the police, over-
representation in prisons, high incidence of men-
tal illness and educational under-achievement.  
There has been some positive development but 
this group still need our support to resist becom-
ing alienated and failing to achieve their full po-
tential. 
 
CARJ has started a scheme with the seven 
Catholic primary schools in Islington working with 
small groups of children from all backgrounds to 
help them build their confidence and self esteem.  
There are two employed workers, one at primary 
level and one at secondary and it is hoped to de-
velop from school to a mentoring programme 
within parish groups.  The need is to encourage 
children to think “big” about themselves and see 
themselves on the road to a positive future. 
 

The work for racial justice for the next 25 years 
needs to focus on a much wider range of groups.  
The Muslim community are currently in the fore-
front of public attention, partly because of terror-
ism but also because they are visibly committed 
to their faith and culture which some see as 
alien. Some second generation Muslims are be-
coming westernised under their traditional cloth-
ing – making their way in school and into jobs 
across society. Others are experiencing varying 
degrees of alienation and are sometimes under 
attack by groups like the British National Party 
(BNP). Issues of community cohesion often fo-
cus around divisions between Muslim communi-
ties and others. In some places, Muslim commu-
nities are residentially segregated and their 
physical and geographical separation reinforces 
cultural differences. Some schools are more seg-
regated than their local neighbourhoods. 
 
Migrants arriving in the UK since 1990 come 
from many parts of the world – Africa, Asia and 
Latin America – but especially from Eastern 
Europe. Some are Undocumented, others are 
from new accession countries in the EU. They 
come with a variety of needs but also with contri-
butions to make to both the church and wider 
society. Many are not visible but they suffer from 
sporadic prejudice – including stereotyping and 
media criticism. 
 
Asylum seekers and refugees are sometimes 
among the poorest and most vulnerable in our 
society. They suffer from the memory of past 
traumas, the current danger of being returned, 
lack of work or benefits, a variety of prejudices 
and other problems. There are a growing num-
ber of church projects to cater for their needs, 
but the situation is patchy and sometimes unco-
ordinated. 
 
The Dalit diaspora communities in the UK report-
edly number some 200,000 and they experience 
caste prejudice and caste discrimination (often 
reinforcing poverty) in a variety of partially hid-
den forms.  Voice Dalit International (VODI) was 
represented at our meeting.  It is a Charity 
formed in 1999 in the UK to internationalize the 
discriminatory practices of caste, which is 
‘hidden apartheid’. 
 
The communities of Gypsies and Travellers are 
said to be similar in size to the Bangladeshi com-
munity in the UK. They are culturally separated 
because of their life-style and they often suffer 
very serious levels of prejudice, discrimination 
and disadvantage. They experience problems 
accessing health care, problems with the police, 
educational under-achievement and difficult rela-
tions with local resident communities.  



There is also now a growing problem of poor 
white vulnerable and marginalised communities.  
This is not a single group but together make up 
a very vulnerable and fairly sizeable section of 
the white population. They are a breeding 
ground for the BNP and for the growth of the 
everyday racism of ordinary people. They are 
seen by some to be the ‘neglected poor’ as com-
pared to black and minority ethnic groups. 
 
The changes in the BNP constitution, provoked 
by a legal challenge, are unlikely to make any 
real difference and all involved in racial justice 
must make sure that the full implications of their 
intolerance to non-white races in the UK are fully 
understood. 
 
Apart from making sure the message of hate 
from the BNP is fully understood what else can 
we do?  Community cohesion has emerged as 
an important concern, can we encourage our 
local parishes and schools to promote cohesion 
by making all part of our worshiping community?  
Can we do more to fight for the rights of immi-
grants and asylum seekers both in a national 
framework but also by making them welcome?  
What other initiatives can we take to support vul-
nerable and marginalised groups, to encourage 
dialogue and to bring about a fairer, more equal 
and more welcoming society? 
 
Following the CARJ presentations all present 
stood to make the StandUp pledges – Our 
Promises to the Poor and then joined the regular 
congregation for mass at 12.30, with a thoughtful 
homily from Bishop Howard. 

Sharing promises to the Poor of the World 

Let's start by standing in silence for a few moments and listening for 
the voices of the poor coming from the east, west, north and south.  
Now let us say to the east, west, north and south why the poor can 
count on us 
 
We promise to stand up for stopping extreme poverty and hunger. 
So we speak out today for the billion people who go to bed hungry every night 
We promise to stand up for reducing child mortality. So we speak out today for the 30,000 children 
who each day die due to poverty 
We promise to stand up for improving basic health. So we speak out today for all people fighting dis-
eases which ravage communities, for ensuring clean fresh water for everyone, and for the care of moth-
ers in childbirth 
We promise to stand up for promoting fairness, justice, and respect. So we speak out today for all 
those working for peace and justice and human rights 
We promise to stand up for primary education for all. So we speak out for children everywhere so 
they will get a full course of basic schooling  
We promise to stand up for respecting the world’s resources.  So we speak out for those people al-
ready suffering the effects of climate change, and for those working hard to ensure that the riches and 
benefits of our planet are shared by all 
 
And finally we promise to stand up and speak out against poverty - again and again 

The CARJ Prayer 
Heavenly God, we praise your name and thank 
you for your glorious goodness and mercy. 
Lord Jesus we pray a blessing for all those ac-
tively engaged in the struggle for racial justice. 
Holy Spirit we beseech you to enter into the 
minds and hearts of all those in authority in the 
Church. 
Grant that they may:  
Hear the voices crying out for justice. 
Engage in developing a better understanding. 
Act to bring about change 
Lead and inspire others by their good example. 
We ask this through our Lord and Saviour, Je-
sus Christ. 
We pray for racial justice: 
in our own lives 
in our parishes 
in our dioceses 
in our land.     Amen 



After lunch we welcomed Mr Pat Winston, head teacher of St Paul’s 
Academy, who spoke about the development of the school and the focus 
they have on justice, peace and equality. 
 
A fundamental belief within the school is that it should set an example to 
all as a just society in which all will be treated as equal regardless of their 
status.  This belief permeates the teaching, curriculum, relationships and 
policies throughout the Acadamy so that every individual will leave school 
with a sense of worth and purpose.   
 
For many it is a place of relative peace, something which is often missing 
in other areas of their lives. 

Our final speaker was Petra Kjell, Environment Policy and Advocacy Officer for Progressio, who 
spoke on “Water, Climate Change and Copenhagen”. 
 

Human induced climate change caused by increasing greenhouse gasses generated, primarily, by 
developed countries is now inevitable and there is a serious risk or irreversible “runaway” climate 
change. 
 

Of course the developed countries which must accept responsibility are not immediately feeling the 
worst effects; flooding, hurricanes, droughts and torrential rains are hitting the poor and most vulner-
able.  Subsistence farmers are having to cope with unreliable growing seasons and increasing unre-
liable rainfall patterns. 
 

Petra particularly emphasised the fact that for many climate change means water change.  With a 20 

C increase there could be a 20 to 30% decrease in water availability in some vulnerable regions.  
1/3rd of the world’s population already face water shortages, by 2025 this could be 2/3rd 
 

Water is not just for drinking! 70% of the world’s poor are farmers rely on water to grow their crops 
and feed their animals.  70% of these farmers are women and 2 billion people in the world depend 
on small scale farms for their food but changes in weather and seasons makes planting and harvest-
ing extremely difficult. 
 

Women have a lot of knowledge about water but have little ownership or access to decision making 
over land or water resources.  They are therefore particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate 
change. 
 

This December 192 countries and observers will meet in Copenhagen to negotiate the replacement 
for the Kyoto protocol post 2012.  This is the world’s best chance, possibly its last chance to create a 
coordinated global response to tackle climate change.  
 

Two issues must be addressed: mitigation (carbon reduction) and  
adaptation (dealing with the effects) and a deal must be done to 
keep global warming below 20 C.  The stop climate chaos coalition 
is calling on our government to take a lead and: 

• Quit Dirty Coal and Clean Up at Home, accepting responsibility  

      and cutting emissions first, fastest and most. 

• Protect the Poorest – provide funds on top of existing aid  

      commitments, to help poor countries adapt, protect ecosystems  
      and follow a socially just low carbon development path. 
• Act Fair and Fast – show urgent and efficient leadership. 
 

In addition Progressio is calling for water to be the focus as this  
will ensure that money to deal with climate change should be spent  
appropriately.  We have a responsibility to help poor countries and 
deal with the mess we have created, the Livelihoods of billions of  
people are already at risk; we cannot afford to get it wrong. 
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